Guide Laws

As part of the Guide Promise you agree “to keep the Guide Law” but do you know what the Guide Law is?

1. To get this badge you need to learn and be able to say all 6 Guide Laws.

2. Your Guider will choose one of the Laws and ask you to explain what it means to you and how you could try to ‘keep’ it.

The Guide Law

1. A Guide is honest and can be trusted.
2. A Guide is helpful.
4. A Guide is a good friend and a sister to all Guides.
5. A Guide is polite and considerate.
6. A Guide respects all living things and takes care of the world around her.

Guide Law Song

The tune is roughly - This Old Man

Guide Law one; Be trusted must be done,
Be trusted must be done says Guide Law one…

...Helping other people, Learning more and more,
We’ll be true to the [first] Guide Law.

Guide Law two; Helpful through and through,
Helpful through and through says Guide Law two…

Guide Law three; Challenge is the key,
Challenge is the key says Guide Law three…

Guide Law four; A friend for sure,
A friend for sure says Guide Law four…

Guide Law five; Politeness will thrive,
Politeness will thrive says Guide Law five…

Guide Law six; The world we must fix,
The world we must fix says Guide Law six…

All our Laws, come what may,
We will keep them day by day…

...Helping other people, learning more and more,
We’ll be true to our Promise and our Law.